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Abstract—In this paper, subtractive clustering based fuzzy inference system approach is used for early detection of faults in the function oriented software systems. This approach has been tested with real time defect datasets of NASA software projects named as PC1 and CM1. Both the code based model and joined model (combination of the requirement and code based metrics) of the datasets are used for training and testing of the proposed approach. The performance of the models is recorded in terms of Accuracy, MAE and RMSE values. The performance of the proposed approach is better in case of Joined Model. As evidenced from the results obtained it can be concluded that Clustering and fuzzy logic together provide a simple yet powerful means to model the earlier detection of faults in the function oriented software systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Many systems are delivered to users with excessive faults. This is despite a huge amount of development effort going into fault reduction in terms of quality control and testing. It has long been recognized that seeking out fault-prone parts of the system and targeting those parts for increased quality control and testing is an effective approach to fault reduction. A limited amount of valuable work in this area has been carried out previously. Despite this it is difficult to identify a reliable approach to identifying fault-prone software components. Prediction of fault-prone modules provides one way to support software quality engineering through improved scheduling and project control. Quality of software is increasingly important and testing related issues are becoming crucial for software. Although there is diversity in the definition of software quality, it is widely accepted that a project with many defects lacks quality. Methodologies and techniques for predicting the testing effort, monitoring process costs, and measuring results can help in increasing efficiency of software testing. Being able to measure the fault-proneness of software can be a key step towards steering the software testing and improving the effectiveness of the whole process.

II. CLUSTERING

As a broad subfield of Fault Prediction, clustering is concerned with the design and development of algorithms and techniques that allow division of data in to different groups. Clustering means to assign a set of observations in to different groups (known as clusters), so that the observations are same in some sense. At a general level, there are two types of clustering: distance based and conceptual clustering. Distance based clustering divides the data in to subsets on the basis of distance. Conceptual clustering, cluster the data on the basis of the similar concept the data will have.

Predictive modeling is the process by which a model is created or chosen to try to best predict the probability of an outcome. The objective of a fault-proneness model is to identify faulty classes and focus testing effort on them.

Fault-proneness of a software module is the probability that the module contains faults. A correlation exists between the fault-proneness of the software and the measurable attributes of the code (i.e. the static metrics) and of the testing (i.e. the dynamic metrics). Early detection of fault-prone software components enables verification experts to concentrate their time and resources on the problem areas of the software system under development. Early lifecycle data includes metrics describing unstructured textual requirement and static code metrics. Various researches show that use of static code metrics (such as Halstead complexity, Cyclomatic complexity, McCabe’s complexity etc.) to measure quality is inefficient. The use of single features of software to predict faults is uninformative. Fenton offers an example where the same program functionality is achieved using different programming language constructs resulting in different static measurements for that module [1]. Fenton uses this example to argue the uselessness of static code attributes. However, where single features fail, combinations can succeed [2]. Hence combinations of static features extracted from requirements and code can be good predictors for identifying modules that actually contains fault.
research is to extract information from data automatically, by computational and statistical methods. Hence, clustering is closely related to data mining and statistics.

Many clustering methods aim at finding a single partition of the collection of items into clusters. However, obtaining a hierarchy of clusters can provide more flexibility and other methods rather focus on this. A partition of the data can be obtained from a hierarchy by cutting the tree of clusters at some level. Most clustering methods were developed for numerical data, but some can deal with categorical data or with both numerical and categorical data [3].

The degree of membership of a data item to a cluster is either in [0, 1] if the clusters are fuzzy or in {0, 1} if the clusters are crisp. For fuzzy clusters, data items can belong to some degree to several clusters that don’t have hierarchical relations with each other. This distinction between fuzzy and crisp can concern both the clustering mechanisms and their results. Crisp clusters can always be obtained from fuzzy clusters. Clusters can be seen either as distant compact sets or as dense sets separated by low density regions. Unlike density, compactness usually has strong implications on the shape of the clusters, so methods that focus on compactness should be distinguished from methods that focus on the density. Clustering denotes changes in a system that enables a system to do the same task more efficiently the next time. Clustering is a method of unsupervised learning, in which one seeks to determine how the data are organized [3]. Clustering algorithms can be:

A. Hierarchical

A hierarchical algorithm creates a hierarchy of clusters which may be represented in a tree structure called a dendrogram. The root of the tree consists of a single cluster containing all observations, and the leaves correspond to individual observations. In hierarchical clustering algorithm, a valid metric may be used as a measure of similarity between pairs of observations. Algorithms for hierarchical clustering are generally either agglomerative, in which one starts at the leaves and successively merges clusters together; or divisive, in which one starts at the root and recursively splits the clusters [4].

B. Partitional

Partitional algorithms typically determine all clusters at once. These algorithms divide data in to independent clusters on the basis of distance measures [4]. A division data objects into non-overlapping subsets (clusters) such that each data object is in exactly one subset.

K-Means is an unsupervised clustering technique used to classify data in to K clusters. It is partitional clustering approach, each cluster is associated with a centroid (center point), each point is assigned to the cluster with the closest centroid. Number of clusters, K, must be specified [5].

Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) is a method of clustering which allows one piece of data to belong to two or more clusters. It processes n vectors in p-space as data input, and uses them, in conjunction with first order necessary conditions for minimizing the FCM objective functional, to obtain estimates for two sets of unknowns. FCM clustering is used to build fuzzy rule bases for fuzzy systems design; and there are numerous applications of FCM in virtually every major application area of clustering [6].

C. Spectral

Spectral clustering techniques make use of the spectrum of the similarity matrix of the data to perform dimensionality reduction for clustering in fewer dimensions [4]. The main requirements that a clustering algorithm should satisfy are scalability; dealing with different types of attributes; discovering clusters with arbitrary shape; minimal requirements for domain knowledge to determine input parameters; ability to deal with noise and outliers; insensitivity to order of input records; high dimensionality; interpretability and usability [7].

Clustering techniques create applications that are rugged, self-adapting, easier to maintain and often more fault tolerant than conventional systems. An adaptive feedback loop can tailor a system to changes in enterprise policies and make it more resilient. Clustering deals with the issue of how to build programs that improve their performance at some task through clustered data [8].

In this present thesis work, Subtractive clustering based Fuzzy Inference technique is experimented on different models and comparative analysis is performed for the prediction of faults in software systems.

III. METHODOLOGY PROPOSED

The proposed methodology will consist of the following steps:

- First of all, find the requirement phase and structural code attributes of software systems.
- Select the suitable metric values as representation of statement
- Collect the metric data of requirement phase and structural code attributes
- Perform the join of the structural and requirement metric data and obtain the combined data.
- Analyze, refine metrics and normalize the metric values.
- Find the suitable algorithm for clustering of the software components into faulty/fault-free systems.

Clustering can be a very effective technique to identify natural groupings in data from a large data set, thereby allowing concise representation of relationships embedded in the data. In our study, clustering allows us to group software modules into faulty and non-faulty categories hence allowing for easier understandability.

Fuzzy logic is an effective paradigm to handle imprecision. It can be used to take fuzzy or imprecise observations for inputs and yet arrive at crisp and precise values for outputs. Also, the Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) is a simple and
Subtractive clustering algorithm has identified. The number of each cluster in the input space. System is constructed to capture the position and influence of inputs, outputs and membership functions. Fuzzy Inference The rules dictate the behavior of the fuzzy system based on inputs, outputs and membership functions. Fuzzy Inference System will act as a model that will reflect the relationship between the different input parameters [12].

A. Subtractive clustering
Subtractive clustering, [13], is a fast, one-pass algorithm for estimating the number of clusters and the cluster centers in a set of data. This means that the computation is now proportional to the problem size instead of the problem dimension. However, the actual cluster centers are not necessarily located at one of the data points, but in most cases it is a good approximation, especially with the reduced computation this approach introduces.

Since each data point is a candidate for cluster centers, a density measure at data point \( x_i \) is defined as:

\[
D_i = \sum_{j=1}^{n} \exp \left( -\frac{\|X_i - X_j\|^2}{(ra/2)^2} \right)
\]

Where \( ra \) is a positive constant representing a neighborhood radius. Hence, a data point will have a high density value if it has many neighboring data points.

The first cluster center \( x_{c1} \) is chosen as the point having the largest density value \( D_{c1} \). Next, the density measure of each data point \( x_i \) is revised as follows:

\[
D_i = D_i - D_{c1} \exp \left( -\frac{\|X_i - X_{c1}\|^2}{(br/2)^2} \right)
\]

Where \( br \) is a positive constant which defines a neighborhood that has measurable reductions in density measure. Therefore, the data points near the first cluster center \( x_{c1} \) will have significantly reduced density measure. After revising the density function, the next cluster center is selected as the point having the greatest density value. This process continues until a sufficient number of clusters are obtained [11].

B. Fuzzy Inference System
FIS is composed of inputs, outputs and rules. Each input and output can have any number of membership functions. The rules dictate the behavior of the fuzzy system based on inputs, outputs and membership functions. Fuzzy Inference System is constructed to capture the position and influence of each cluster in the input space.

Each input attribute and output attribute has as many membership functions as the number of clusters that subtractive clustering algorithm has identified. The number of rules will be equals the number of clusters.

If there are three rules generated then significance of the first rule is that it succinctly maps cluster 1 in the input space to cluster 1 in the output space. Similarly the other two rules map cluster 2 and cluster 3 in the input space to cluster 2 and cluster 3 in the output space. If a data point is closer to the first cluster, or in other words having strong membership to the first cluster, is fed as input to fuzzy inference system then rule1 will fire with more firing strength than the other two rules. Similarly, an input with strong membership to the second cluster will fire the second rule will with more firing strength than the other two rules and so on.

The output of the rules (firing strengths) are then used to generate the output of the FIS through the output membership functions [12].

IV. IMPLEMENTATION
Implementing the model and test the performance of the model using following criteria:

The comparisons are made on the basis of the more accuracy and least value of MAE and RMSE error values. Accuracy value of the prediction model is the major criteria used for comparison. The mean absolute error is chosen as the standard error. The technique having lower value of mean absolute error is chosen as the best fault prediction technique.

A. Mean Absolute Error
Mean absolute error, MAE is the average of the difference between predicted and actual value in all test cases; it is the average prediction error [9]. The formula for calculating MAE is given in equation shown below:

\[
\text{MAE} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} |a_i - c_i|
\]

B. Root Mean Squared Error
RMSE is frequently used measure of differences between values predicted by a model or estimator and the values actually observed from the thing being modeled or estimated [9]. It is just the square root of the mean square error as shown in equation given below:

\[
\text{RMSE} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (a_i - c_i)^2}
\]
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

So, the real-time defect data sets used are taken from the NASA’s MDP (Metric Data Program) data repository, available online at [10]. The CM1 data is obtained from a spacecraft instrument, written in C, containing approximately 505 modules. The PC1 data is collected from a flight software system coded in C, containing 1107 modules.

After polishing of data the metrics used are product requirement metrics and product module metrics and the combination of requirement and module metrics.

The output of a software module is considered to be Error count. Error count metric defines the number of defects that can occur in a module. A zero error count for a software module specifies that module is error free and a non-zero number in this metric specifies the number of faults that can occur in a module and that module is said to be fault prone.

Figure 1 shows the CM1 Graphical representation of details of the output of software of the same metric from CM1 dataset.

Figure 2 shows the CM1 graphical details of the output of software of combined metrics extracted from product module metrics and product requirement metrics where label i.e. error count is meant for output and is equal to the number of errors and the count tells the number of occurrences of that label in the CM1 data set.

Figure 3 shows the PC1 graphical details of the output of software Product Requirement metric where label and the count tells the number of occurrences of that label in the PC1 data set.

Figure 4 shows the PC1 graphical details of the output of software Product Module metric and product requirement metrics where label and the count tells the number of occurrences of that label in the PC1 data set.
The next step is to use subtractive clustering algorithm based fuzzy Inference system approach for classification of the software components into faulty/fault-free categories. The proposed algorithm is applied on both CM1 and PC1 datasets and performance is measured on both Code based and Joined Model as shown in table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance Criteria</th>
<th>DataSet</th>
<th>PC1</th>
<th>CM1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Code Model</td>
<td>Joined Model</td>
<td>Code Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>92.8765</td>
<td>96.0168</td>
<td>88.9558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAE</td>
<td>0.0949</td>
<td>0.0199</td>
<td>0.1024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSE</td>
<td>0.2618</td>
<td>0.0998</td>
<td>0.3137</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI. CONCLUSION

Predicting faults early in the software life cycle can be used to improve software process control and achieve high software reliability. So, in this study, subtractive clustering based fuzzy inference system approach is used for early detection of faults in the function oriented software systems. This approach has been tested with real time defect datasets of NASA software projects named as PC1 and CM1. Both the code based model and joined model of the datasets are used for training and testing of the proposed approach.

In case of PC1 dataset, the joined or combine model of requirement metrics and code based metrics is showing better prediction capability with 96.01%, 0.0199 and 0.0998 as Accuracy, MAE and RMSE values.

Similarly, in case of CM1 dataset, the joined or combine model of requirement metrics and code based metrics is again showing better prediction capability with 100%, 2.4e-16 and 1.03 e-15 as Accuracy, MAE and RMSE values respectively. So, the performance of the proposed approach is better in case of CM1 dataset’s Joined Model.

As evidenced from the results obtained it can be concluded that Clustering and fuzzy logic together provide a simple yet powerful means to model the earlier detection of faults in the function oriented software systems.
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